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About This Game

A year has passed since the first encounter with the Haunted Hotel. Since then, a lone FBI agent has taken the case and
discovered that the mystery is deeper than originally suspected. His investigation leads him to the Lonely Star, a Hotel with an
intriguing mystery surrounding it. Can our hero find out who is behind the disappearances and close the case once and for all?

Help the agent seek out the answers in his thrilling investigation of Haunted Hotel 2!

Solve mysterious disappearances
Navigate eerie environments

Fiendish puzzles & mini-games
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This game caused first blue screen since 2005. ♥♥♥♥ it.. didn't even consider polygamy with a real life doppleganger.. The
concept is not bad, but the execution is terrible.
I've been unable to survive long, primarily because it's impossible to work out how things work. The game is in serious need of a
tutorial.
Aliens come and start shooting you, so you build a wall for protection...and it takes one shot before floating away. I don't know
if it is meant to do that or if I built it wrong. So build more walls. Within seconds, you no longer have resources to build and you
simply watch as your guys get killed. I later worked out you get resources by shooting stuff with guns...but it doesn't help much.

Also, the UI is unintuitive. They've tried to keep it simple, but it's confusing when the scroll wheel doesn't scroll the build
options. It took me a while to work out I had to drag it. And the first time I played, then died, it pops up the message to press
ESC (to exit etc). The problem is there was a massive white wall on my screen, and the text was white. I simply couldn't see
what I was doing.

On top of all that, it seems to be unstable. I've played for about 20 minutes, and crashed it twice. Once it just hung and I had to
kill it with the task manager, the other time it was a CTD.

This game could be really good with some fairly minor tweaking, and it probably is good once you understand it, but as it is, it's
confusing.

I just requested a refund. If the game doesn't crash, it's practically impossible. There is no scoring (which kind of would make
sense), and issues with the game play make things worse:

1. Placing items frequently sees them float off, because they were not attached properly.

2. Guns shoot at ships through your asteroid (obviously not hitting it), rather than the ship right in front of them...they lock onto
the first target and keep shooting at it until it is dead or out of range (maybe...I died before that).

3. The balancing feels off to me. Rather than ramp up the difficulty, it seems you are thrown into a desperate situation
immediately. You get very little resources to start, and an armada of ships comes to kill you. Put down 1 or 2 guns, which are
quickly disabled then it's game over essentially.. To begin firstly when I heard about the DLC and saw that you need to pay for
it, I was angry, but regardless I bought it and found out that the reason why It was not free was probably due to the full dubbing
on the extra scenario, for what the price is worth.
Although the new dungeon is not really worth to go through since you get only 1 card that you could not normally get and it is 3
stars.
Also I am not sure whether I like free cards with DLC since it sound kind like Pay to Win.
Regardless I reccomend it to the people who really loves the game. To the rest I leave it to your opinion.. Memories <3
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Haven't played much yet, but for 5 bucks it's really worth it. Controller support would be nice though.. Not what I expected
from a Painkiller game. I loved the Black edition, but this is just not good. Extremely long load times, like I thought it had
crashed since it was taking so long. Its not evident where to go which is annoying. Bugs. Didn't keep my saves properly causing
me to have to replay parts. Skip this one and move on.. It cannot run under Windows 8.1 x86 with nVidia Optimus. Even if I set
the game to run on nVidia instead of Intel, after loading up to "Press fire to begin" it just crashed!. Just wow. This is an
absolutely solid VR game: immersive, beautiful graphics, solid voice acting and plenty of objects to grab and inspect (although
the limits of interaction remain limited as you cannot actually "use" any of the objects you grab or hold except for a very limited
number of items). Absolutely loved it and the price is just right. Way to go dev and I look forward to your next product!
Absolutely recommend this.. This game is really good and I am not sure why they haven't made a newer one yet? All the games
that they have today and I could put this on on the short list of good enough games regaurdless if it is an older one or not. You
know I started before they even had a computers out. Now I have an i7 processer.I feel that somewhere in this time of making
the computer so good that they have dropped the ball about a half a dozen times. It is time someome or a group of people came
up with a great computer and games that would make your mouth just drop on the table. Why not?. E: Actually I'm liking this
one more and more, very strategically diverse and complicated.. It's actually pretty good. - the graphics and gameplay are solid.
When I was abke to find multiplayer, it seemed good as well. It does have flaws: the sound and music (and announcer) could be
better e.g. there's a seagull sample loop that is just sloppily pasted on the audio canvas; the power-ups and coin pick-ups don't
blend with what is a "semi-realistic" style - too nintendo 64. There are 3 different career modes - runabout, ski, and freestyle
(i.e. tricks) which give it variety .I haven't played it enough to tell whether the maps get repetititive, but overall it's a good
game.. This game is a masterpiece. Seriously, thanks for making it exist! Great concept, gameplay and graphics, combined with
a powerful social message. I strongly recommend everyone to play this. game is very easy if you can do slide puzzles, you will
get all the rep you need by doing the Goddes puzzles. Was ok as this type of dating sim goes. Althought the tag says nudity,
whick there is none of. That might be a user tag i guess.
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